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Motivation

Eurosystem’s macroeconomic 
projection exercises use futures prices
to prolong the oil price path until the 
end of the projection horizon.

Poor performance in recent years.

(Ongoing) internal evaluation has 
mainly focused on two questions:

Was the bias observed in the past 
projection exercises pure chance or 
systematic?

Should we work with alternative 
approaches to oil price forecasting 
(e.g. random walk assumption)?
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Motivation

Practitioners’ discussion has been dominated by empirical arguments …

• Chernenko et al. (2004) and Chinn et al. (2005) do not reject the hypothesis 
that futures prices are unbiased predictors.

• Coimbra and Esteves (2004) find a downward bias, but it is not statistically 
significant.

• In contrast, Moosa and Al-Loughani (1994) conclude that futures prices are 
neither unbiased nor efficient.

… but theoretical considerations should not be ignored (see e.g. Pindyck, 
1993, 2001).

• The present value model of rational commodity pricing implies that futures 
prices will only be unbiased predictors if market participants are risk-neutral.

• In oil markets, the cost-of-carry relationship includes a convenience yield which 
is not neglible empirically.

• Convenience yield is defined as “flow of services which accrues to the owner of 
a physical inventory but not to the owner of a contract for future delivery”.
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Overview

Central idea of the forecasting approach:

• Transpose Pindyck’s present value model of rational commodity pricing 
into a forecasting tool.

• Use market expectations and autoregressive forecasts of the marginal 
convenience yield to prolong the oil price path into the future.

Structure of the presentation:

1. The convenience yield forecasting model
a. Model setup
b. Parameter estimation

2. Predictability: oil price percentage change vs. marginal convenience yield

3. Modelling exercises and forecast evaluations
a. Recursive model selection and parameter estimation
b. Recursive out-of-sample forecast evaluation
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Convenience yield forecasting model

Crude oil pricing equation:

is solution of difference equation 
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Convenience yield forecasting model

Cost-of-carry relationship:

Hypothesis: Marginal convenience yield is mean-reverting.

where              and           stable AR polynomial of finite order.
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Convenience yield forecasting model

Convenience yield predictions:

1. Market expectations:

2. Autoregressive forecasts:

3. Combined forecasts:

Estimation of the oil-specific risk premium:

• Spot and nearest futures price are cointegrated with the latter being 
weakly exogenous.à single equation error correction approach

• Risk premium can be derived from the freely estimated coefficient of the 
cointegrating relation.

• Critical assumption: risk premium constant over the estimation sample.
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Recursive risk premium estimates
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Data: Futures prices for Brent oil
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Predictability
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Modelling of convenience yield forecast equations
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Weigths of futures information in combined model
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Modelling exercise: Summary

Main results of the model selection and parameter estimation analysis:

• In most periods, estimate of the oil-specific risk premium is between 6 and 10 
percentage points, but noteworthy collapse since early 2005;

• AR model of the marginal convenience yield (plug-in technique):

• AIC: long lag order 13;

• BIC: lag order more parsimonious, but sometimes autocorrelated residuals;

• HQ: long lag order 13, but less significant regressors in AR polynomial.

• Direct estimation method (either pure AR or combined model):

• Lag order selection yields uniform pattern across forecast horizons.

• AIC and BIC/HQ choices are the same as above.

• Weight of futures market information decreases in the forecast horizon.
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Forecast evaluation exercise

Aim: Evaluation of the convenience yield forecasting models
Forecast horizons (in months): h = 1, 2, …, 11
Benchmarks:

• random walk assumption (RWA),
• futures market hypothesis (FMH);

Recursive out-of-sample forecast exercises:
• samples of forecast origins: Jan 97 / Jul 00 – Mar 06 (about 100 / 60 forecasts),
• model selection and parameter estimation anew at each forecast origin;

Evaluation criteria:
• root mean squared error (RMSE),
• mean error (ME),
• frequency of correct direction-of-change predictions (DC);

Forecast accuacy tests:
• Diebold-Mariano (1995) test of equal predictive ability against the benchmarks;
• Pesaran-Timmermann (1992) test of “valuable” direction-of-change predictions.
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Forecast evaluation: RMSE
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Forecast evaluation: ME
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Forecast evaluation: Direction of change
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Forecast evaluation: Summary

Root mean squared error:

• CY(M) performs best at short horizons (h<5) and CY(Db) at longer horizons.

• Differences in forecast ability against RWA not statistically significant; weak 
significance against FMH is reported for best CY performers.

Mean error:

• FMH has the strongest bias, RWA and CY models perform significantly better.

• At all horizons, CY(Pa) ist best performer among CY models, also better than RWA.

Direction of change:

• FMH fails more frequently than it succeeds to predict the direction of change.

• At short horizons, all CY models hit the direction of change in more than 50 percent.

• At longer horizons, only CY(Da) and CY(Db) come up with frequencies above 0.5, 
but those are statistically significant.

Combined forecasting models:

• never best performer within the class of CY models.
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Conclusions

Specific results:

• The futures price for delivery in h months should not be used as predictor of the 
spot price h months ahead because this practice leads to strong biases. The 
proposed forecasting technique reduces the bias significantly.

• In terms of RMSE and ME, the random-walk model appears to be an even 
competitor. Vis-à-vis this benchmark, however, the proposed forecasting device is 
advantageous because it provides valuable direction-of-change predictions.

Some limitations:

• Convenience yield may be modelled structurally (Pindyck, 1994; French, 2005).

• Forecast improvement is envisaged by letting the risk premium be time-variant.

• Evaluate longer horizons and take further oil price forecasting tools into account.

General assessment:

• Although improvement is marked in relative terms, the oil price is and remains a 
highly unpredictable quantity.

• Compared with the RWA, the proposed forecasting device provides an informative 
direction-of-change forecast and, compared with the FMH, a less biased forecast.


